
DIABOLIQUE PROMPT BOOK v2

This prompt book contains generations from the first 3 merges of Diabolique. Original
merge has a stronger focus on photo realism while still being able to create fantasy /
CGI etc. Other 2 merges focus on fantasy / anime style. Most of the prompts should
work across all 3 merges.

Sampler choice - I mostly run my prompts on DPM ++ 2MK, although I used others
while testing the merges. Do your own tests, others should work just as fine. I don't
use CLIP. Restore faces used here and there. HiRes fix mostly used on v1 prompts
located at the bottom. 

I generate almost everything at 512x768

Steps vary as well, I usually run between 40-60, sometimes less, sometimes more.  

Read the model info on civitai, it has useful links, I shared few prompting sites, you
should get plenty of great ideas there, beside civitai. You can explore art styles, artists
and similar by joining Magic Journey discord - check THIS reddit post.

Start your prompting simple. Try to avoid overusing negative prompts. A lot of times you
can get great results without any negative prompt. Play around, look at the prompts,
change a few bits, write completely random stuff,  SD will  often surprise you with its
capabilities.

Negative prompt example: (worst quality, low quality:1.4), bad face, deformed, 
disfigured, kitsch, ugly, low-res, blurry, bad anatomy, text 



Highres,  highest  quallity,  illustration,  cinematic  light,  ultra  detailed,  detailed  face,(detailed
eyes), best quality, hyper detailed, masterpiece, (detailed face),1girl, girl, white hair, purple
eyes, highest details, luminous eyes, medium breats, sitting in bed, sitting, bed, window, night
sky, lake outside,  moon, full  moon, backlighting, light rays,  (high contrast),  (colorful),  (full
body:1.2), (lying on bed:1.4)



masterpiece, best quality, detailed, castle, 1girl, standing, armor, red hair, ponytail, blue eyes,
medium breasts, looking at viewer, cape

magic



magic



monster



masterpiece,  best  quality,  ((1girl,  solo)),  (light  purple hair,  long hair),  blue eyes,  (medium
breasts),  (cake  pan,  oven,  bread  basket),  ((patissier  uniform)),  looking  at  viewer,  smile,
closed mouth, (inside bakery, kitchen, table, (cake, pastries on the table))



anime



anime

(masterpiece: 1.5), (high quality: 1.2), (best quality: 1.2), 8k, hyper detailed, (realistic: 1.5),
hyper realistic, (photorealistic: 1.5), sharp focus, intricate, cinematic lighting, studio lighting,
unreal engine, depth of field, bokeh, full_body, sexy, 1girl, (Kpop idol: 1.2), (indigo hair: 1.6),
(side ponytail: 1.7), black choker with locket, leather gloves, ripped jeans, leather jacket, (g-
strings: 1.5), navel piercing, cute tattoo, fashionable, (cool: 1.6), cyberpunk



kitten

war



warrior

warrior anime



anime sexy, beautiful, closeup, focus on face, (highly detailed face), (highly detailed skin),
(highly detailed eyes),

anime angel sexy, beautiful, closeup, focus on face, (highly detailed face), (highly detailed
skin), (highly detailed eyes)



(masterpiece, best quality, ultra-detailed, best shadow), (detailed background,dark fantasy),
(beautiful detailed face), high contrast, (best illumination, an extremely delicate and beautiful),
((cinematic light)), colorful, hyper detail, dramatic light, intricate details, (1 girl, solo,black hair,
sharp face,low twintails,red eyes, hair between eyes,dynamic angle), blood splatter, swirling
black light around the character, depth of field,black light particles,(broken glass),magic circle,

(Overhead  view),dynamic  angle,ultra-detailed,  illustration,  close-up,  straight  on,  1girl,
(fantasy:1.4),  (azure  blue  eyes:1.233),  (beautiful  and  detailed  eyes:1.1),(Silver  hair:1.14),
(very long hair,french braid,hair between eyes,sidelocks), (chiffon dress,bule flower pattern in
uniform),(detached  sleeves,wide  sleeves),(fingerless  gloves),choker,(miko  thighhighs),High
heeled boots,(expressionless,closed mouth),(standing)



(masterpiece,  finely  detailed beautiful  eyes:  1.2),  (on the moon, space,  looking back into
earth),  white  hair,  black  tank  top,  volumetric  lighting,  white  jacket,  glowing  headphone,
cyberpunk, futuristic, detailed eyes, hyper detailed,light smile, highly detailed, beautiful, small
details, ultra detailed, best quality, intricate, hyperrealism, sharp, digital illustration, detailed,
realism, intricate, 8k, trending on artstation, good anatomy, beautiful lighting, award-winning,
photorealistic,  realistic  shadows,  realistic  lighting,  beautiful  lighting,  raytracing,  intricate
details, moody, rule of thirds, masterpiece, (illustration:1.1), highres, (extremely detailed CG,
unity, 8k wallpaper:1.1), beautiful face, highly detailed face, side view



(photorealistic:1.4),  (masterpiece,  sidelighting,  finely  detailed  beautiful  eyes:  1.2),
masterpiece*portrait,  realistic,  3d  face,  glowing  eyes,  shiny  hair,  lustrous  skin,  solo,
embarassed, (midriff),



(extremely  detailed  CG unity  8k  wallpaper,  masterpiece,  best  quality,  ultra-detailed,  best
shadow), beautiful  detailed glow, cowboy shot,  cinematic lighting, 1girl,  (beautiful  detailed
face,  beautiful  detailed  eyes),  cunning eyes,  red eyes,  crafty  expression,  thin lips,  smirk,
Sharp jawline, High cheekbones, red pirate clothes, pirates hat, short skirt, thighs, legs, big
breast, black hair, long hair, unkempt, dynamic pose, five fingers, cinematic, proper fingers,
guns, pirate ship background, backlighting, light particles



(masterpiece, best quality), (detailed finger),(see-through:1.4), (silk:1.3), (long detached silk
sleeves),  dress,  highres,  1girl,  bangs,  bare  shoulders,  narrow  waist,  breasts,  cleavage,
collarbone, eyebrows visible through hair, hair between eyes, long hair, looking at viewer,
medium breasts, parted lips, thighs, solo, backlighting, detailed eyes, light rays, volumetric
lightning, volumetric light, sunbeam



warlord wizard casting a spell, amazing, unique, 16k, hdr, cgi, vfx, insanely detailed, ultra
sharp, focus, unreal 5, octane render, intricate, masterpiece, ultra realistic

((best quality)), ((masterpiece)), ((realistic)), (hand:1.4)((masterpiece)), absurdres



gothic cathedral, beautiful 1girl, levitating, cute face, crazy and bloodthirsty, standing in fire,
hands on lap, calm smile, (tatsumaki:0.6,0.2) BREAK concept art 

m_wlop, (80's anime style:0.2,1.2), black leather, black background, thick dot eyebrows,
dynamic volumetric lighting, aesthetic, intricate, caustics, light rays, sunlight



slender young woman, cute face, gradient background, posing, casual, abstract background,
(realistic:0.8)

anime action



m_wlop, (80's anime style:0.2,1.2), black leather, black background, thick dot eyebrows,
dynamic volumetric lighting, aesthetic, intricate, caustics, light rays, sunlight



Natural Volumetric Lighting And Best Shadows, Deep Depth Of Field, Sharp Focus, Portrait Of Stunningly Beautiful Petite Girl,
Soft Delicate Beautiful Attractive Face With Alluring Black Eyes, Lovely Small Breasts, Sharp Eyeliner, Broadly Smiling, Open
Mouth With Cute Fangs, Windswept Disheveled Black Hair, Thick Layered Medium Hairstyles, Blush Eyeshadow With Thick
Eyelashes, Parted Lips, Sun Visor Cap, Sports Micro Crop Top With Short Sleeve, Open Cute Navel, Low Waist Leggings Pants,
Sports  Wristband,  Sports  Shoes,  (Autumn Fallen  Leaves,  Beauty  Nature  Landscape Autumn Forest  In  City  Park  Walking
Trails:1.1),  (Standing  Leaning  Forward:1.2),  (Highest  Quality,  Amazing  Details:1.4),  (Masterpiece,  Picturesque:1.2),  Bloom,
Brilliant Colorful Paintings



anime key visual of a beautiful young female wearing cat ears and a boy wearing white shirt
and  red  tie,  intricate,  magical  forest,  stunning,  highly  detailed,  digital  painting,  artstation,
smooth, hard focus, illustration, predator movie, prey movie 2 0 2 2 , art by artgerm and greg
rutkowski and alphonse mucha

Girl, spectacles, anime style, ghibli, forest, apocalyptic



a minion at the frontlines in the army at night with his platoon fighting

Cute little humanoid meerkat with headphones, unreal engine, cozy indoor lighting, artstation,
high detailed, digital painting, cinematic, character design by mark ryden and pixar and hayao

miyazaki, unreal 5, daz, hyperrealistic, octane render



humanoid



humanoid



humanoid anime

symmetry!! portrait of cyberpunk alien empress goddess mecha in the style of horizon zero
dawn, machine face, intricate, elegant, highly detailed, digital painting, artstation, concept art,
smooth, sharp focus, illustration, art by artgerm and greg rutkowski and alphonse mucha, 8 k



A demonic flora monster, psychopathic, insane, demon, full length portrait, highly detailed, 8k
resolution



cgi, stylized, anime

napoleon bonaparte, cgi, stylized, anime, digital art



cgi, stylized, anime, digital, Knight warrior helmet mask design

cgi, stylized, anime, digital, A very detailed pencil dinosaur



cgi, stylized, anime, digital, terrible art, terrible drug addict,, no text, Mk ultra, Pablo eskobar,
80s Illustration of futuristic heavymetal band, monster, cybernetic prison, metal art



anthro, cute rabbit boy, ++character illustration++, short brunette hair, green eyes, wearing a
++wooden++ sword, cute lighting high definition++, cinematic, simple character portrait,

detailed and intricate forest environment



cgi, stylized, anime, digital, Black and white sketch of a giant monster like anime crane bird
and some yellow color effects, in the style of akira toriyama

cgi, stylized, anime, digital, a dragon on a black background with a sunset in the background,
a silk screen by Sōami, reddit contest winner, synchromism, anime aesthetic, black

background, vaporwave



cgi, stylized, anime, digital, scribble art star wars

cgi, stylized, anime, digital, scribble art darth vader dancing



cgi, stylized, anime, digital, hero on cliff peak staring up at stars, high detail, anime, sharp,
dynamic lighting

cgi, stylized, anime, digital, Many friendly alien race individuals. fantasy, sharp focus, digital
art, hyper realistic, 8k, unreal engine, highly detailed, hd 4k, dramatic lighting, trending on

artstation



cgi, stylized, anime, digital, Illustrative Art, inspired by DaVinci, owl butterfly with hyper
realistic neon mushrooms,, voluminous clouds 8k



cgi, stylized, anime, digital, Illustrative Art, a detailed portrait of a cute brunette girl hugging a
tabby cat illustrator, by justin gerard and greg rutkowski, digital art, realistic painting, dnd,

character design, trending on artstation



cgi, digital, khajiit, 8k



cgi, stylized, anime, digital, Illustrative Art, Futuristic Vintage Medium Shot 1920's Poster with
Cyberpunk, ovni, tron biker with helmet bike, black in color, with a cyberpunk city background,

futuristic lighting, cinematic lighting, cozy lighting, 8k, cinematic poster vintage 1800s

genshin impact



portrait of an anime character hyper realistic



portrait of an anime character hyper realistic



portrait of an anime character hyper realistic

portrait of an anime character hyper realistic blue hair gold eyes



hyper realistic



kawai

anime animal



anime animal



wild



anime yoga pants

tifa lockart, 8k



Demon Slayer, 8k, painting, art



miku nakano, 8k

anime waifu, 8k



Taizo Hasegawa, 8k



sexy anime demon lady, 8k, ultra high quality, ray tracing



saber from the fate, 8k, ultra high quality, ray tracing,



pixiv fanbox, anime, high quality face, very detailed face, detailed eyes, 8k, ultra high quality,
(extremely detailed CG unity 8k wallpaper), (Intricate), (High Detail), hard shadows, vray,

unreal engine



(masterpiece:1.3), (best quality:1.1), ((1girl)), ((solo)), (red eyes:1.4), (finely detailed eyes and
detailed  face:1.3),  (beautiful  and  clear  background:1.2),  (extremely  detailed  CG,  ultra-
detailed,  best  shadow:1.1),  ((depth  of  field)),  ((watercolor)),  (oni:1.5),  (kimono:1.3),  large
breasts,  bare  shoulders,  flowers  and  petals,  beautiful  concept  illustration,  (white
background:0.5), (illustration:1.1), (extremely fine and beautiful:1.1), (perfect details:1.1), from
side, cowboy shot



pixiv fanbox, plague doctor, 8k, ultra high quality, (extremely detailed CG unity 8k wallpaper),
(High Detail)

pixiv fanbox, close up, slow motion, a man, ranger in rainy wood, hooded leather armor with
backpack (high detailed skin:1.2), 8k, ultra high quality, (extremely detailed CG unity 8k

wallpaper), (High Detail)



pixiv fanbox, erebus, primordial, 8k, ultra high quality, (extremely detailed CG unity 8k
wallpaper), (High Detail)

pixiv fanbox, primordial being, leshen, 8k, ultra high quality, (extremely detailed CG unity 8k
wallpaper), (High Detail)



pixiv fanbox, magic, 8k, ultra high quality, (extremely detailed CG unity 8k wallpaper), (High
Detail)



pixiv fanbox, a digital painting of a skeleton mage holding a crystal ball, fantasy game , evil
male sorcerer, death himself, 8k, ultra high quality, (extremely detailed CG unity 8k

wallpaper), (High Detail)

pixiv fanbox, wizard with his hands in the air, is casting a spell, 8k, ultra high quality,
(extremely detailed CG unity 8k wallpaper), (High Detail), wlop



pixiv fanbox, A planet surrounded by beautiful colors and many strange people living on it, 8k,
masterpiece, ultra high quality, (extremely detailed CG unity 8k wallpaper), (High Detail),

intricate, highly detailed



pixiv fanbox, beautiful vampire woman, fantasy, high fantasy art, 8k, ultra high quality,
(extremely detailed CG unity 8k wallpaper), (High Detail)

pixiv fanbox, 8k, ultra high quality, (extremely detailed CG unity 8k wallpaper), (High Detail),
by makoto shinkai, stanley artgerm lau, wlop, rossdraws



pixiv fanbox, slow motion walking pose, Dark Witch with long hair and piercing blue eyes
wearing a black robe, intense look, classical style woven witches headdress, symmetrical
face, moonlight, fantasy, 8k, ultra high quality, (extremely detailed CG unity 8k wallpaper),

(High Detail)



werewolf, gothic, dark fantasy, 8k, ultra high quality, (extremely detailed CG unity 8k
wallpaper), (High Detail)



A gorgeous balinese model photo, in a tan lace bikini, sharp focus on eyes, 8k, masterpiece,
ultra high quality, (extremely detailed CG unity 8k wallpaper), (High Detail), intricate, highly

detailed



woman wearing a strapless black top + eye contact + full body pose arms crossed on her
chest + blonde hair and dark-green eyes + candlelight and intimate setting + oil painting style

+ lots of detail + very detailed shadows, 8k, masterpiece, ultra high quality, (extremely
detailed CG unity 8k wallpaper), (High Detail), intricate, highly detailed

pixiv fanbox, Ghostly rotting dead evil undead siren, graceful, flowing robes, wispy, glowing
dark eyes, sharp focus on eyes, 8k, masterpiece, ultra high quality, (extremely detailed CG

unity 8k wallpaper), (High Detail), intricate, highly detailed



pixiv fanbox, primordial being, ray tracing, 8k, ultra high quality, (extremely detailed CG unity
8k wallpaper), (High Detail)



pixiv fanbox, A high quality high detail 1980 oil painting of an epic scene where a woman
standing together with a monster, 8k, masterpiece, ultra high quality, (extremely detailed CG

unity 8k wallpaper), (High Detail), intricate, highly detailed



pixiv fanbox, A high quality high detail 1980 oil painting of an epic scene where a woman
standing together with a monster, 8k, masterpiece, ultra high quality, (extremely detailed CG

unity 8k wallpaper), (High Detail), intricate, highly detailed



pixiv fanbox, A high quality high detail 1980 oil painting of an epic scene of a woman
performing a ritual, 8k, masterpiece, ultra high quality, (extremely detailed CG unity 8k

wallpaper), (High Detail), intricate, highly detailed

pixiv fanbox, A high quality high detail 1980 oil painting of an epic scene of a woman holding
a staff, 8k, masterpiece, ultra high quality, (extremely detailed CG unity 8k wallpaper), (High

Detail), intricate, highly detailed



pixiv fanbox, A high quality high detail 1980 oil painting of an epic scene of a woman taming a
elephant, 8k, masterpiece, ultra high quality, (extremely detailed CG unity 8k wallpaper),

(High Detail), intricate, highly detailed

pixiv fanbox, A high quality high detail 1980 oil painting of an epic scene of a woman holding
a beheaded monster head, 8k, masterpiece, ultra high quality, (extremely detailed CG unity

8k wallpaper), (High Detail), intricate, highly detailed



pixiv fanbox, A high quality high detail 1980 oil painting of an epic scene of a woman holding
a beheaded monster head, 8k, masterpiece, ultra high quality, (extremely detailed CG unity

8k wallpaper), (High Detail), intricate, highly detailed



pixiv fanbox, A high quality high detail 1980 oil painting of an epic scene of Two beautiful girls
watching fireworks, 8k, masterpiece, ultra high quality, (extremely detailed CG unity 8k

wallpaper), (High Detail), intricate, highly detailed



pixiv fanbox, A high quality high detail 1980 oil painting of an epic scene of a pegasus on the
haunting battlefield, 8k, masterpiece, ultra high quality, (extremely detailed CG unity 8k

wallpaper), (High Detail), (intricate:1.4), highly detailed



pixiv fanbox, A high quality high detail 1980 oil painting, head shot, face up, in bed, moe,
(High Detail face:1.2), (High Detail eyes:1.2), 26 yo, 8k, masterpiece, ultra high quality,
(extremely detailed CG unity 8k wallpaper), (High Detail), (intricate:1.4), highly detailed



pixiv fanbox, cinematic, 1girl, looking at viewer, white hair, dark eyes, black shirt, 8k,
masterpiece, ultra high quality, (extremely detailed CG unity 8k wallpaper), (High Detail),

(intricate:1.4), highly detailed



pixiv fanbox, anime, landscape artwork,, 8k, ultra high quality, (extremely detailed CG unity 8k
wallpaper), (High Detail)

pixiv fanbox, anime, cityscape, (high quality face), (very detailed face), (detailed eyes), 8k,
ultra high quality, (extremely detailed CG unity 8k wallpaper), (High Detail)



scenery



cgi, stylized, anime, digital, Astonishing landscape artwork, Fusion between Cell-shading And
Alcohol Ink, captivating, Lovely, enchanting, in the style of Jojos Bizarre adventure and Yuko

Shimizu, stylized, anime Art, Skottie Young, Paul Cezanne, Pop art deco, Vibrant, sunrise



cgi, stylized, anime, digital, grunge painting of a empty entry of an amusement park monster
and horror theme, liminal space of nightmares, dynamic lighting, photorealistic, trending on

art station, stunning visuals, creative, cinematic, ultra detailed, atmospherical, ambient
lighting, scary art



anime scenery



anime scenery



(Award Winning Photo:1.3) of (Masterpiece:1.3),(Cosy:1.3) close up, slow motion, a man,
ranger in rainy wood, hooded leather armor with backpack (high detailed skin:1.2), 8k uhd,

dslr, soft lighting, high quality, film grain, Fujifilm XT3, epic, intricate details,
hyperdetailed,Highly Detailed



award winning portrait of a kitten



primordial being, leshen

erebus, primordial



primordial being, ray tracing



evil being, dark fantasy



8k, masterpiece, evil, vampire, dark fantasy, twisted, monster, high fantasy art



8k, masterpiece, beautiful vampire woman, fantasy, high fantasy art



8k, masterpiece, werewolf, gothic, dark fantasy



8k, masterpiece, woman with a sniper rifle



8k



Step-by-step, eye focus, highest quality, High detail RAW color photo, full body, of (gorgeous
30 year old woman), (clothed:1.2), (wearing camisole and lowleg pants:1.2), (Finnish),

standing, indoors, (inside world war 2 fitting room), large breasts, visible pussy, big ass,
perfect face, alluring eyes, (detailed skin, supple skin pores), [goosebumps], [freckles],

[beauty marks], shallow depth of field, natural lighting, diffused soft light, (side lighting:0.3),
[film grain], photographed on a Canon EOS 5D, 105mm macro lens, F/8 aperture, fashion

photography award-winner



Highest quality, masterpiece, photorealistic, medium shot, RAW photo, of (a weary-looking but still proud and
fierce-looking old Viking warrior, now the leader of his village, dressed in elaborately detailed chain mail and

leather armour, sitting on a carved wooden throne furrowed with Viking runes and symbols, in the village meeting
hall, on his lap rests an elaborately carved and beautifully crafted longsword, a few torches burn on the walls,

giving the scene a dark atmosphere but sculpting the forms in sharp chiaroscuro), it is night time, (highly detailed
skin), skin texture, (detailed face), detailed background, sharp focus, dark lighting, twilight lighting, volumetric

lighting, highly detailed, intricate details, 8k, highly detailed, UHD, HDR



modelshoot style, (extremely detailed CG unity 8k wallpaper), Chaotic storm of liquid smoke
in the head, stylized beauty full - length abstract portrait, by petros afshar, ross tran, tom

whalen, peter mohrbacher, artgerm, shattered glass, bubbly underwater scenery, radiant light



This page marks the end of version 2 of this prompt book.

Next page contains the prompts seen in version 1 of the same book. If
you have not already seen them, you might as well check them out. Most
of the prompts below were made on the original Diabolique merge.



(detailed face, detailed eyes, clear skin, clear eyes), ,
lotr, fantasy, elf, female, (((full body visible))), looking
at  viewer,  portrait,  photography,  detailed  skin,
realistic, photo-realistic, 8k, highly detailed, full length
frame,  High detail  RAW color  art,  piercing,  diffused
soft  lighting,  shallow  depth  of  field,  sharp  focus,
hyperrealism, cinematic lighting

canvas frame, cartoon, 3d, ((disfigured)), ((bad art)),
((deformed)),((extra limbs)),((close up)),((b&w)), wierd
colors, blurry, (((duplicate))), ((morbid)), ((mutilated)),
[out of frame], extra fingers, mutated hands, ((poorly
drawn hands)),  ((poorly  drawn face)),  (((mutation))),
(((deformed))), ((ugly)), blurry, ((bad anatomy)), (((bad
proportions))),  ((extra  limbs)),  cloned  face,
(((disfigured))),  out  of  frame, ugly,  extra limbs,  (bad
anatomy), gross proportions,

hyperrealism, intricate, highly detailed,

bad  anatomy,  bad  proportions,  blurry,  cloned  face,
deformed,  disfigured,  duplicate,  extra  arms,  extra
fingers,  extra limbs,  extra legs,  fused fingers,  gross
proportions,  long  neck,  malformed  limbs,  missing
arms,  missing  legs,  mutated  hands,  mutation,
mutilated, morbid, out of frame, poorly drawn hands,
poorly drawn face, too many fingers, ugly



abstract  colors,  texture,  film  grain,  skin  pores:0.2
intricate dramatic portrait of a beautiful (windblown)1.2
scifi  steampunk  (medieval  fantasy  castle)1.2
overlooking a futuristic (solarpunk)1.2 city, (japanese
cherry blossoms)1.2, foggy morning, cinematic movie
still frame, blade runner 2049, punk hair style, altered
carbon,  (analog  style)1.3  (film  grain)1.3,  stephan
martiniere  Wadim  Kashin  Simon  Stalenhag  michal
karcz ismail inceoglu

(deformed,  distorted,  disfigured:1.3),  poorly  drawn,
bad  anatomy,  wrong  anatomy,  extra  limb,  missing
limb, floating limbs, (mutated hands and fingers:1.4),
disconnected  limbs,  mutation,  mutated,  ugly,
disgusting, blurry, amputation

(detailed face, detailed eyes, clear skin, clear eyes),
man  with  black  hair  curly,serious  face,  by
WLOP,Artgerm,Greg  Rutkowski,Alphonse  Mucha,
Beautiful  dynamic,shadows,Artstation,concept  design
art,Octane render,8K

canvas frame, cartoon, 3d, ((disfigured)), ((bad art)),
((deformed)),((extra limbs)),((close up)),((b&w)), wierd
colors, blurry, (((duplicate))), ((morbid)), ((mutilated)),
[out of frame], extra fingers, mutated hands, ((poorly
drawn hands)),  ((poorly  drawn face)),  (((mutation))),
(((deformed))), ((ugly)), blurry, ((bad anatomy)), (((bad
proportions))),  ((extra  limbs)),  cloned  face,
(((disfigured))),  out  of  frame, ugly,  extra limbs,  (bad
anatomy), gross proportions, 



(detailed face, detailed eyes, clear skin, clear eyes),
concept  art  of  a  japanese  ninja  woman,  cotton
clothing,  leather  armor,  post  -  apocalypse,  a  full
height, hyper realistic style

canvas frame, cartoon, 3d, ((disfigured)), ((bad art)),
((deformed)),((extra limbs)),((close up)),((b&w)), wierd
colors, blurry, (((duplicate))), ((morbid)), ((mutilated)),
[out of frame], extra fingers, mutated hands, ((poorly
drawn hands)),  ((poorly  drawn face)),  (((mutation))),
(((deformed))), ((ugly)), blurry, ((bad anatomy)), (((bad
proportions))),  ((extra  limbs)),  cloned  face,
(((disfigured))),  out  of  frame, ugly,  extra limbs,  (bad
anatomy), gross proportions, 

8k,  1 woman, professional lighting, physically-based
rendering, dragon

EasyNegative,  paintings,  sketches,  (worst  quality:2),
(low  quality:2),  (normal  quality:2),  lowres,  normal
quality,  ((monochrome)),  ((grayscale)),  skin  spots,
acnes, skin blemishes, age spot, glans, extra fingers,
fewer  fingers,  strange  fingers,  bad  hand,  visible
nipples, transparent clothes, distorted face,



(detailed face, detailed eyes, clear skin, clear eyes),
concept  art  of  a  japanese  ninja  woman,  cotton
clothing,  leather  armor,  post  -  apocalypse,  a  full
height, hyper realistic style

canvas frame, cartoon, 3d, ((disfigured)), ((bad art)),
((deformed)),((extra limbs)),((close up)),((b&w)), wierd
colors, blurry, (((duplicate))), ((morbid)), ((mutilated)),
[out of frame], extra fingers, mutated hands, ((poorly
drawn hands)),  ((poorly  drawn face)),  (((mutation))),
(((deformed))), ((ugly)), blurry, ((bad anatomy)), (((bad
proportions))),  ((extra  limbs)),  cloned  face,
(((disfigured))),  out  of  frame, ugly,  extra limbs,  (bad
anatomy), 

(detailed face, detailed eyes, clear skin, clear eyes),
portrait  of  a  dark ghost,  copper  wires,  visible  scars
and nerves, intricate, headshot, highly detailed, digital
painting,  artstation,  concept  art,  sharp  focus,
cinematic lighting, illustration,

canvas frame, cartoon, 3d, ((disfigured)), ((bad art)),
((deformed)),((extra limbs)),((close up)),((b&w)), wierd
colors, blurry, (((duplicate))), ((morbid)), ((mutilated)),
[out of frame], extra fingers, mutated hands, ((poorly
drawn hands)),  ((poorly  drawn face)),  (((mutation))),
(((deformed))), ((ugly)), blurry, ((bad anatomy)), (((bad
proportions))),  ((extra  limbs)),  cloned  face,
(((disfigured))),  out  of  frame, ugly,  extra limbs,  (bad
anatomy), 



(detailed face, detailed eyes, clear skin, clear eyes),
portrait  of  a  dark ghost,  copper  wires,  visible  scars
and nerves, intricate, headshot, highly detailed, digital
painting,  artstation,  concept  art,  sharp  focus,
cinematic lighting, illustration,

-

(detailed face, detailed eyes, clear skin, clear eyes),
Battle clothes with short hair girl, battle status, hyper
detailed,  digital  art,  cybercinematic  lighting,  studio
quality,  smooth  render,  unreal  engine  5  rendered,
octane rendered, art style by klimt and nixeu and ian
sprigger and wlop and krenz cushart

canvas frame, cartoon, 3d, ((disfigured)), ((bad art)),
((deformed)),((extra limbs)),((close up)),((b&w)), wierd
colors, blurry, (((duplicate))), ((morbid)), ((mutilated)),
[out of frame], extra fingers, mutated hands, ((poorly
drawn hands)),  ((poorly  drawn face)),  (((mutation))),
(((deformed))), ((ugly)), blurry, ((bad anatomy)), (((bad
proportions))),  ((extra  limbs)),  cloned  face,
(((disfigured))),  out  of  frame, ugly,  extra limbs,  (bad
anatomy), 



abstract colors, texture, film grain, skin pores, dusty
atmospheric  haze:0.1  samdoesart+,  intricate
hasselblad dslr RAW full-body dramatic portrait photo
of  (space cowboy clockwork,  steampunk )1.2,  gritty
epic  industrial,  spandex  leather,  analog  style  eye
contact nofilter selfie, (backlit)1.3 (neon lights).7, (film
grain)1.3

(deformed,  distorted,  disfigured:1.3),  poorly  drawn,
bad  anatomy,  wrong  anatomy,  extra  limb,  missing
limb, floating limbs, (mutated hands and fingers:1.4),
disconnected  limbs,  mutation,  mutated,  ugly,
disgusting, blurry, amputation

a male  portrait  of  a  hyperdetailed  in  the  style  of  a
dementor  from  harry  potter  and  a  rogue  dnd
character,  (pleasant:1.3)  thoughtful  expression,
conjuring magical energy, cinematic shot on canon 5d
ultra  realistic  skin,  Steve  Henderson  Fabian  Perez
Henry Asencio, Jeremy Mann Marc Simonetti fantasy
magical  horror  atmosphere,  (highly  detailed
environment:1.3)

weapon sword gems jewelry  open mouth  (gold:1.3)
(bokeh)  (photo  photography  photograph)  tattoo
(oversaturated)  (bad  hands)  (disfigured)  (grain)
(Deformed)  (poorly  drawn)  (mutilated)  (lowres)
(deformed) (dark) (lowpoly) (CG) (3d) (blurry) (out-of-
focus)  (depth_of_field)  (man)  (male)  (boy)  (guy)
(duplicate)  (watermark)  (label)  (signature)  (text)
(cropped)



(detailed face, detailed eyes, clear skin, clear eyes),
Gandalf  from  Lord  of  the  Rings,  diffuse  lighting,
fantasy,  intricate  elegant  highly  detailed  lifelike
photorealistic digital painting, artstation

canvas frame, cartoon, 3d, ((disfigured)), ((bad art)),
((deformed)),((extra limbs)),((close up)),((b&w)), wierd
colors, blurry, (((duplicate))), ((morbid)), ((mutilated)),
[out of frame], extra fingers, mutated hands, ((poorly
drawn hands)),  ((poorly  drawn face)),  (((mutation))),
(((deformed))), ((ugly)), blurry, ((bad anatomy)), (((bad
proportions))),  ((extra  limbs)),  cloned  face,
(((disfigured))),  out  of  frame, ugly,  extra limbs,  (bad
anatomy), 

(detailed face, detailed eyes, clear skin, clear eyes),
woman gothic  necromancer  summoner,  Wolfenstein
character,  military  german  WWII  officer  tight-fitting
clothing, dark black color, spirits around her, full body
shot, d&d, fantasy, intricate, elegant, highly detailed,
digital  painting,  artstation,  concept  art,  matte,  sharp
focus, illustration, art by artgerm and greg rutkowski

canvas frame, cartoon, 3d, ((disfigured)), ((bad art)),
((deformed)),((extra limbs)),((close up)),((b&w)), wierd
colors, blurry, (((duplicate))), ((morbid)), ((mutilated)),
[out of frame], extra fingers, mutated hands, ((poorly
drawn hands)),  ((poorly  drawn face)),  (((mutation))),
(((deformed))), ((ugly)), blurry, ((bad anatomy)), (((bad
proportions))),  ((extra  limbs)),  cloned  face,
(((disfigured))),  out  of  frame, ugly,  extra limbs,  (bad
anatomy), 



(detailed face, detailed eyes, clear skin, clear eyes),
woman gothic  necromancer  summoner,  Wolfenstein
character,  military  german  WWII  officer  tight-fitting
clothing, dark black color, spirits around her, full body
shot, d&d, fantasy, intricate, elegant, highly detailed,
digital  painting,  artstation,  concept  art,  matte,  sharp
focus, illustration, art by artgerm and greg rutkowski

canvas frame, cartoon, 3d, ((disfigured)), ((bad art)),
((deformed)),((extra limbs)),((close up)),((b&w)), wierd
colors, blurry, (((duplicate))), ((morbid)), ((mutilated)),
[out of frame], extra fingers, mutated hands, ((poorly
drawn hands)),  ((poorly  drawn face)),  (((mutation))),
(((deformed))), ((ugly)), blurry, ((bad anatomy)), (((bad
proportions))),  ((extra  limbs)),  cloned  face,
(((disfigured))),  out  of  frame, ugly,  extra limbs,  (bad
anatomy), 

(Award Winning Digital Artwork:1.3) of 
(Ultrarealistic:1.3),(Energetic:1.3) old scar on face, rtx,
octane, global illumination, soft light, dark cave 
background,CGSociety,ArtStation,(close portrait:1.3), 
(Masculine:1.4),attractive,handsome,calendar 
pose,perfectly detailed eyes,studio lighting,thematic 
background

weapon sword gems jewelry  open mouth  (gold:1.3)
(bokeh)  (photo  photography  photograph)  tattoo
(oversaturated)  (bad  hands)  (disfigured)  (grain)
(Deformed)  (poorly  drawn)  (mutilated)  (lowres)
(deformed) (dark) (lowpoly) (CG) (3d) (blurry) (out-of-
focus)  (depth_of_field)  (man)  (male)  (boy)  (guy)
(duplicate)  (watermark)  (label)  (signature)  (text)
(cropped)



(detailed face, detailed eyes, clear skin, clear eyes), 
Kislev Ice guard, fur armor, winter armor, fantasy, 
woman, black hair, ice blue eyes, young woman, 
warrior woman, warhammer fantasy , russian, Kislev, 
Total war warhammer 3, warrior, johan grenier, 
portrait, strong pose, wearing fur, rwby, digital art, soft
line work, anime, fur armored, drawn, stylized, disney,
lie setiawan, stylized, attractive, concept art, creative 
assembly

canvas frame, cartoon, 3d, ((disfigured)), ((bad art)),
((deformed)),((extra limbs)),((close up)),((b&w)), wierd
colors, blurry, (((duplicate))), ((morbid)), ((mutilated)),
[out of frame], extra fingers, mutated hands, ((poorly
drawn hands)),  ((poorly  drawn face)),  (((mutation))),
(((deformed))), ((ugly)), blurry, ((bad anatomy)), (((bad
proportions))), ((extra limbs))

A violent explosion of light striking A BLONDE girl in 
huge flame as A dress cinematic shot on canon 5d 
ultra realistic fire skin intricate clothes accurate hands 
Steve Henderson Fabian Perez Henry Asencio 
Jeremy Mann Marc Simonetti fantasy magic 
atmosphere, extreme hdr, masterpiece, best quality, 
highres, absurdres, (detailed face, detailed eyes, clear
skin, clear eyes)

weapon sword gems jewelry  open mouth  (gold:1.3)
(bokeh)  (photo  photography  photograph)  tattoo
(oversaturated)  (bad  hands)  (disfigured)  (grain)
(Deformed)  (poorly  drawn)  (mutilated)  (lowres)
(deformed) (dark) (lowpoly) (CG) (3d) (blurry) (out-of-
focus)  (depth_of_field)  (man)  (male)  (boy)  (guy)
(duplicate)  (watermark)  (label)  (signature)  (text)
(cropped)



(detailed face, detailed eyes, clear skin, clear eyes), 
zoombie apocalypse,walking dead style, scary 
feeiling, extreme detailed, ultra realistic, dark 
cinematic light, UHD

-

full body, walking pose, slow motion, (arcane 
mage:1.2) chubby male black hair wearing full body 
multiple stitched layer (metal armor:1.2), (fabric with 
intricate pattern:1.2), (insanely detailed, bloom:1.5), 
(highest quality, Alessandro Casagrande, Greg 
Rutkowski, Sally Mann, concept art, 4k), (analog:1.2), 
(high sharpness), (detailed pupils:1.1), (painting:1.1), 
(digital painting:1.1), detailed face and eyes, 
Masterpiece, best quality, (highly detailed photo:1.1), 
8k, photorealistic, (ecstatic:1.1), By jeremy mann, by 
sandra chevrier, by maciej kuciara, sharp, 
(perfectbody:1.1), realistic, real shadow, 3d, (blue and
purple magic universe:1.2), (by Michelangelo) 
(detailed face, detailed eyes, clear skin, clear eyes)

-



(detailed face, detailed eyes, clear skin, clear eyes), 
zoombie apocalypse,walking dead style, scary 
feeiling, extreme detailed, ultra realistic, dark 
cinematic light, UHD

canvas frame, cartoon, 3d, ((disfigured)), ((bad art)),
((deformed)),((extra limbs)),((close up)),((b&w)), wierd
colors, blurry, (((duplicate))), ((morbid)), ((mutilated)),
[out of frame], extra fingers, mutated hands, ((poorly
drawn hands)),  ((poorly  drawn face)),  (((mutation))),
(((deformed))), ((ugly)), blurry, ((bad anatomy)), (((bad
proportions))), ((extra limbs))

8k, evil scaly monster

EasyNegative,  paintings,  sketches,  (worst  quality:2),
(low  quality:2),  (normal  quality:2),  lowres,  normal
quality,  ((monochrome)),  ((grayscale)),  skin  spots,
acnes, skin blemishes, age spot, glans, extra fingers,
fewer  fingers,  strange  fingers,  bad  hand,  visible
nipples, transparent clothes, distorted face,



8k, 1 woman, professional lighting, lizard monster

EasyNegative,  paintings,  sketches,  (worst  quality:2),
(low  quality:2),  (normal  quality:2),  lowres,  normal
quality,  ((monochrome)),  ((grayscale)),  skin  spots,
acnes, skin blemishes, age spot, glans, extra fingers,
fewer  fingers,  strange  fingers,  bad  hand,  visible
nipples, transparent clothes, distorted face,

8k, 1 woman, professional lighting, physically-based 
rendering, dragon

EasyNegative,  paintings,  sketches,  (worst  quality:2),
(low  quality:2),  (normal  quality:2),  lowres,  normal
quality,  ((monochrome)),  ((grayscale)),  skin  spots,
acnes, skin blemishes, age spot, glans, extra fingers,
fewer  fingers,  strange  fingers,  bad  hand,  visible
nipples, transparent clothes, distorted face,



beautiful face of a (rage facial expression) female 
warrior, big eyes, wearing heavy black iron armor, 
very detailed and intricate armor, ornate, hyper 
realistic, super detailed, cinematic light, dark fantasy, 
masterpiece, (greenish_Ambient_Occlusion:0.9) 
(detailed face, detailed eyes, clear skin, clear eyes)

canvas frame, cartoon, 3d, ((disfigured)), ((bad art)),
((deformed)),((extra limbs)),((close up)),((b&w)), wierd
colors, blurry, (((duplicate))), ((morbid)), ((mutilated)),
[out of frame], extra fingers, mutated hands, ((poorly
drawn hands)),  ((poorly  drawn face)),  (((mutation))),
(((deformed))), ((ugly)), blurry, ((bad anatomy)), (((bad
proportions))), ((extra limbs))

(realistic:1.3), poster, intricate details, upper body 
portrait painting \(artwork\), ((masterpiece,best 
quality)), ((cinematic light)), [kristen bell|pig|rosie 
jones], hybrid, hyperealistic, intimidating, dark 
fantasy \(style\), detailed armor

canvas frame, cartoon, 3d, ((disfigured)), ((bad art)),
((deformed)),((extra limbs)),((close up)),((b&w)), wierd
colors, blurry, (((duplicate))), ((morbid)), ((mutilated)),
[out of frame], extra fingers, mutated hands, ((poorly
drawn hands)),  ((poorly  drawn face)),  (((mutation))),
(((deformed))), ((ugly)), blurry, ((bad anatomy)), (((bad
proportions))), ((extra limbs))



(realistic:1.3), poster, intricate details, upper body 
portrait painting \(artwork\), ((masterpiece,best 
quality)), ((cinematic light)), [kristen bell|pig|rosie 
jones], hybrid, hyperealistic, intimidating, dark 
fantasy \(style\), detailed armor

canvas frame, cartoon, 3d, ((disfigured)), ((bad art)),
((deformed)),((extra limbs)),((close up)),((b&w)), wierd
colors, blurry, (((duplicate))), ((morbid)), ((mutilated)),
[out of frame], extra fingers, mutated hands, ((poorly
drawn hands)),  ((poorly  drawn face)),  (((mutation))),
(((deformed))), ((ugly)), blurry, ((bad anatomy)), (((bad
proportions))), ((extra limbs))

dark, unholy, evil, astral, creepy olpntng style, 
undead, rotting skin, mystical, a waitress in an 80s 
kitchen cooking a fry, pinup, art style, kodak portra 
400, cinematic, concept art portrait by greg rutkowski, 
artgerm, hyperdetailed intricately detailed gothic art 
trending on artstation triadic colors, unreal engine, 
fantastical, intricate detail, splash screen, 
complementary colors, fantasy concept art, 8k 
resolution, gothic deviantart masterpiece, oil painting, 
heavy strokes, paint dripping, dark, unholy, evil, 
astral, creepy, hassanfantasy style 
<lora:epiNoiseoffset_v2:0.85>

(deformed,  distorted,  disfigured:1.3),  poorly  drawn,
bad  anatomy,  wrong  anatomy,  extra  limb,  missing
limb, floating limbs, (mutated hands and fingers:1.4),
disconnected limbs, mutation, mutated, ugly



(8k, RAW photo, best quality, masterpiece:1.2), 
(realistic, photo-realistic:1.37), 
<lora:koreanDollLikeness_v10:0.1>, 1 woman, 
professional lighting, photon mapping, radiosity, 
physically-based rendering, armor, golden eyes, 
ponytails, wavy hair, messy hair, hairs between eyes, 
russian

EasyNegative,  paintings,  sketches,  (worst  quality:2),
(low  quality:2),  (normal  quality:2),  lowres,  normal
quality,  ((monochrome)),  ((grayscale)),  skin  spots,
acnes, skin blemishes, age spot, glans, extra fingers,
fewer  fingers,  strange  fingers,  bad  hand,  visible
nipples, transparent clothes, distorted face,

(8k, RAW photo, best quality, masterpiece:1.2), 1 
woman, professional lighting, photon mapping, 
radiosity, physically-based rendering, black hair, 
messy hair, hairs between eyes

EasyNegative,  paintings,  sketches,  (worst  quality:2),
(low  quality:2),  (normal  quality:2),  lowres,  normal
quality,  ((monochrome)),  ((grayscale)),  skin  spots,
acnes, skin blemishes, age spot, glans, extra fingers,
fewer  fingers,  strange  fingers,  bad  hand,  visible
nipples, transparent clothes, distorted face,



(detailed face, detailed eyes, clear skin, clear eyes), 
adult woman, woman 30 yo, (masterpiece:1.2, best 
quality, highres, ), (realistic, photorealistic:1.2), ((t-
shirt:1))(pink jacket)((brown shining hair color))((show 
breast:1.45)) 1girl, beautiful eyes,(smile face),\
(cosplay\),\(k-pop idol\) wind, cityscape, lovely night, 
natureal light reflection, soft light on the face, ((unreal-
engine:1)), depth of field,

canvas frame, cartoon, 3d, ((disfigured)), ((bad art)),
((deformed)),((extra limbs)),((close up)),((b&w)), wierd
colors, blurry, (((duplicate))), ((morbid)), ((mutilated)),
[out of frame], extra fingers, mutated hands, ((poorly
drawn hands)),  ((poorly  drawn face)),  (((mutation))),
(((deformed))), ((ugly)), blurry, ((bad anatomy)), (((bad
proportions))), ((extra limbs))

(dark dim dramatic atmosphere)+ 8k portrait aurora, 
girl with super long hair, hair dissolving into bright 
stars, in drip modern clothing, intricate, highly 
detailed, digital painting, smooth, sharp focus, 
illustration, unreal engine 5, 8 k, art by artgerm and 
greg rutkowski and alphonse mucha hassanfantasy 
style

(deformed,  distorted,  disfigured:1.3),  poorly  drawn,
bad  anatomy,  wrong  anatomy,  extra  limb,  missing
limb, floating limbs, (mutated hands and fingers:1.4),
disconnected  limbs,  mutation,  mutated,  ugly,
disgusting, blurry, amputation



(masterpiece) high detailed RAW, (detailed face, 
detailed eyes, clear skin, clear eyes), a post 
apocalyptic woman in tactical clothing in a burning 
down cyberpunk city, art style, kodak portra 400, 
cinematic, (smiling:0.6), (closeup:0.8), perfect fingers

(deformed,  distorted,  disfigured:1.3),  poorly  drawn,
bad  anatomy,  wrong  anatomy,  extra  limb,  missing
limb, floating limbs, (mutated hands and fingers:1.4),
disconnected  limbs,  mutation,  mutated,  ugly,
disgusting, blurry, amputation

photorealistic photo of a beautiful woman, (light 
clothing), black hair black eyes, happy expression, 
perfect face, (perfect composition:1.4), deviantart hd, 
artstation hd, concept art, detailed face and body, 
award-winning photography, margins, detailed face, 
detailed hands ,backlight, 12k ultrarealistic, ray 
tracing, looking at the viewer, cinematic lighting, art by
Grzegorz Rutkowski, nature landscape, high fantasy 
background

hourglass  figure,  ((close  up)),  cropped  head,  3d,
render, cartoon, holding weapon, ((child))



anime, adult woman, masterpiece, (detailed face, 
detailed eyes, clear skin, clear eyes)

(deformed,  distorted,  disfigured:1.3),  poorly  drawn,
bad  anatomy,  wrong  anatomy,  extra  limb,  missing
limb, floating limbs, (mutated hands and fingers:1.4),
disconnected  limbs,  mutation,  mutated,  ugly,
disgusting, blurry, amputation

photographed by Alessio Albi

hourglass  figure,  ((close  up)),  cropped  head,  3d,
render, cartoon, holding weapon, ((child))



photographed by Alessio Albi

hourglass  figure,  ((close  up)),  cropped  head,  3d,
render, cartoon, holding weapon, ((child))

anime, adult woman, masterpiece, (detailed face, 
detailed eyes, clear skin, clear eyes), , sexy, 
cleavage, wizard

(deformed,  distorted,  disfigured:1.3),  poorly  drawn,
bad  anatomy,  wrong  anatomy,  extra  limb,  missing
limb, floating limbs, (mutated hands and fingers:1.4),
disconnected  limbs,  mutation,  mutated,  ugly,
disgusting, blurry, amputation



(detailed face, detailed eyes, clear skin, clear eyes), 
beautiful, full body, character concept art, well suited, 
tight suit, girl, digital art, portrait, highly detailed, sexy,

canvas frame, cartoon, 3d, ((disfigured)), ((bad art)),
((deformed)),((extra limbs)),((close up)),((b&w)), wierd
colors, blurry, (((duplicate))), ((morbid)), ((mutilated)),
[out of frame], extra fingers, mutated hands, ((poorly
drawn hands)),  ((poorly  drawn face)),  (((mutation))),
(((deformed))), ((ugly)), blurry, ((bad anatomy)), (((bad
proportions))), ((extra limbs))

abstract colors, texture, film grain, skin pores:0.1 
intricate dramatic portrait of a (cyberpunk)1.2 
(cyborg)1.3 cybernetic android robocop standing on a 
rainy bustling crowded cyberpunk city street, foggy 
morning, cinematic movie still frame, blade runner 
2049, punk hair style, altered carbon, (analog 
style)1.3 (film grain)1.3, (detailed face, detailed eyes, 
clear skin, clear eyes), stephan martiniere Wadim 
Kashin Simon Stalenhag michal karcz ismail inceoglu

(deformed,  distorted,  disfigured:1.3),  poorly  drawn,
bad  anatomy,  wrong  anatomy,  extra  limb,  missing
limb, floating limbs, (mutated hands and fingers:1.4),
disconnected  limbs,  mutation,  mutated,  ugly,
disgusting, blurry, amputation



(detailed face, detailed eyes, clear skin, clear eyes), 
mdjrny-v4 style, medium length white hair, a young 
South Korean girl wearing pink lingerie, proportional 
body, a highly detailed face by Greg Rutkowski and 
Magali Villeneuve, beautiful eyes, toned body, 
cinematic lighting, depth of field, photography

canvas frame, cartoon, 3d, ((disfigured)), ((bad art)),
((deformed)),((extra limbs)),((close up)),((b&w)), wierd
colors, blurry, (((duplicate))), ((morbid)), ((mutilated)),
[out of frame], extra fingers, mutated hands, ((poorly
drawn hands)),  ((poorly  drawn face)),  (((mutation))),
(((deformed))), ((ugly)), blurry, ((bad anatomy)), (((bad
proportions))), ((extra limbs))

(best quality), (masterpiece), (high resolution), [:
(intricate details):0.2], outdoors, detailed_background,
1girl, cowboy shot, smile,

(deformed,  distorted,  disfigured:1.3),  poorly  drawn,
bad  anatomy,  wrong  anatomy,  extra  limb,  missing
limb, floating limbs, (mutated hands and fingers:1.4),
disconnected  limbs,  mutation,  mutated,  ugly,
disgusting, blurry, amputation



(detailed face, detailed eyes, clear skin, clear eyes), a
man in a tank top, concept art by senior character 
artist, trending on polycount, renaissance, rendered in
unreal engine, unreal engine 5, rtx

canvas frame, cartoon, 3d, ((disfigured)), ((bad art)),
((deformed)),((extra limbs)),((close up)),((b&w)), wierd
colors, blurry, (((duplicate))), ((morbid)), ((mutilated)),
[out of frame], extra fingers, mutated hands, ((poorly
drawn hands)),  ((poorly  drawn face)),  (((mutation))),
(((deformed))), ((ugly)), blurry, ((bad anatomy)), (((bad
proportions))), ((extra limbs))

(detailed face, detailed eyes, clear skin, clear eyes), 
ultra detailed, character sheet, concept design, 
trending on artstation, sketch, ultra wide angle, 
pincushion lens effect

canvas frame, cartoon, 3d, ((disfigured)), ((bad art)),
((deformed)),((extra limbs)),((close up)),((b&w)), wierd
colors, blurry, (((duplicate))), ((morbid)), ((mutilated)),
[out of frame], extra fingers, mutated hands, ((poorly
drawn hands)),  ((poorly  drawn face)),  (((mutation))),
(((deformed))), ((ugly)), blurry, ((bad anatomy)), (((bad
proportions))), ((extra limbs))



absurdres, masterpiece, highres, cinematic, full HD, 
8k, intricate detail, ultra detailed, illustration, The 
falling leaves Drift by my window The autumn leaves 
Of red and gold I see your lips The summer kisses 
The sunburned hands I used to hold Since you went 
away The days grow long And soon I'll hear Old 
winter's song But I miss you most of all, my darling 
When autumn leaves start to fall Since you went away
The days grow long And soon I'll hear Old winter's 
song 

canvas frame, cartoon, 3d, ((disfigured)), ((bad art)),
((deformed)),((extra limbs)),((close up)),((b&w)), wierd
colors, blurry, (((duplicate))), ((morbid)), ((mutilated)),
[out of frame], 

sexy senorita bandito western RPG character painting
brunette hair upsweep updo emerald corset ammo 
bandolier vest (straps buckles:1.1) skirt cantina 
interior billowing poncho (masterpiece:1.4) (best 
quality:1.4) (8k) (HDR) (wallpaper) (cinematic lighting)
(sharp focus) (intricate) (Style-Sylvamagic:0.5)

(deformed,  distorted,  disfigured:1.3),  poorly  drawn,
bad  anatomy,  wrong  anatomy,  extra  limb,  missing
limb, floating limbs, (mutated hands and fingers:1.4),
disconnected  limbs,  mutation,  mutated,  ugly,
disgusting, blurry, amputation



sexy senorita mexican western RPG character 
painting brunette hair upsweep updo corset (straps 
buckles:1.2) dress outdoors desert ruins 
(masterpiece:1.4) (best quality:1.4) (8k) (HDR) 
(wallpaper) (cinematic lighting) (sharp focus) 
(intricate) Style-Sylvamagic

(deformed,  distorted,  disfigured:1.3),  poorly  drawn,
bad  anatomy,  wrong  anatomy,  extra  limb,  missing
limb, floating limbs, (mutated hands and fingers:1.4),
disconnected  limbs,  mutation,  mutated,  ugly,
disgusting, blurry, amputation

abstract colors, texture, film grain, slimy, atmospheric 
haze:0.1 hasselblad dslr RAW photo, backlit intricate 
full-body dramatic portrait photo an (cute microscopic 
cthulhu elder god, lovecraftian horror)1.2, (translucent
amoeba)1.3 amphibian cephapopod octopus 
tentacles, concept art, cinematic movie still frame, 
(analog style)1.3 (film grain)1.3, anna dittmann magali
villeneuve marc simonetti

(deformed,  distorted,  disfigured:1.3),  poorly  drawn,
bad  anatomy,  wrong  anatomy,  extra  limb,  missing
limb, floating limbs, (mutated hands and fingers:1.4),
disconnected  limbs,  mutation,  mutated,  ugly,
disgusting, blurry, amputation



(detailed face, detailed eyes, clear skin, clear eyes), 
award winning studio photo of the grim reaper, 
( plague doctor mask:1. 2), golden filigree, low key, 
high contrast, zbrush

canvas frame, cartoon, 3d, ((disfigured)), ((bad art)),
((deformed)),((extra limbs)),((close up)),((b&w)), wierd
colors, blurry, (((duplicate))), ((morbid)), ((mutilated)),
[out of frame], 

destroyed house with view to the spring near some 
puddle, hyper-realistic, digital mixed media painting, 
masterpiece, high quality, highly detailed, high 
coherence, path traced, serene landscape, beautiful, 
elegant, bloom, godrays, complementary colors, 
natural lighting, symmetrical, low contrast, 
geometrically correct

-



abstract colors, texture, film grain, skin pores:0.2 
intricate dramatic portrait of a beautiful (windblown)1.2
scifi steampunk (medieval fantasy castle)1.2 
overlooking a futuristic (solarpunk)1.2 city, (japanese 
cherry blossoms)1.2, foggy morning, cinematic movie 
still frame, blade runner 2049, punk hair style, altered 
carbon, (analog style)1.3 (film grain)1.3, stephan 
martiniere Wadim Kashin Simon Stalenhag michal 
karcz ismail inceoglu

(deformed,  distorted,  disfigured:1.3),  poorly  drawn,
bad  anatomy,  wrong  anatomy,  extra  limb,  missing
limb, floating limbs, (mutated hands and fingers:1.4),
disconnected  limbs,  mutation,  mutated,  ugly,
disgusting, blurry, amputation

vintage house with view to the sunet near some 
autumnal trees, hyper-realistic, digital mixed media 
painting, masterpiece, high quality, highly detailed, 
high coherence, path traced, serene landscape, 
beautiful, elegant, bloom, godrays, complementary 
colors, natural lighting, symmetrical, low contrast, 
geometrically correct

-



dwarven style magnificent palace large columns 
ornate (dragon carvings:1.2) and reliefs 
(masterpiece:1.5) (painting) (weighted lines) (best 
quality) (detailed) (intricate) (8k) (HDR) (wallpaper) 
(cinematic lighting) (sharp focus)

(deformed,  distorted,  disfigured:1.3),  poorly  drawn,
bad  anatomy,  wrong  anatomy,  extra  limb,  missing
limb, floating limbs, (mutated hands and fingers:1.4),
disconnected  limbs,  mutation,  mutated,  ugly,
disgusting, blurry, amputation

Highest quality, masterpiece, photorealistic, medium 
shot, RAW photo, of (a weary-looking but still proud 
and fierce-looking warrior, in the village, on his lap 
rests an elaborately carved and beautifully crafted 
longsword), it is night time, (highly detailed skin), skin 
texture, (detailed face), detailed background, sharp 
focus, dark lighting, twilight lighting, volumetric 
lighting, highly detailed, intricate details, 8k, highly 
detailed, UHD, HDR

bright,  (monochrome:1.3),  (oversaturated:1.3),  bad
hands,  lowers,  3d  render,  cartoon,  long  body,
((blurry)),  duplicate,  ((duplicate  body  parts)),
(disfigured),  (poorly  drawn),  (extra  limbs),  fused
fingers, extra fingers, (twisted), contorted, conjoined,
((missing limbs)), logo, signature, text, words, low res,
boring, mutated, artifacts, bad art, gross, 



Highest quality, masterpiece, photorealistic, medium 
shot, RAW photo, of (a weary-looking but still proud 
and fierce-looking old Viking warrior, dressed in 
elaborately detailed chain mail and leather armour, 
sitting on a carved wooden throne furrowed with 
Viking runes and symbols), (highly detailed skin), skin 
texture, (detailed face), detailed background, sharp 
focus, dark lighting, twilight lighting, volumetric 
lighting, highly detailed, intricate details, 8k, highly 
detailed, UHD, HDR

bright,  (monochrome:1.3),  (oversaturated:1.3),  bad
hands,  lowers,  3d  render,  cartoon,  long  body,
((blurry)),  duplicate,  ((duplicate  body  parts)),
(disfigured),  (poorly  drawn),  (extra  limbs),  fused
fingers, extra fingers, (twisted), contorted, 

a woman underneath a tree wearing a kimono 
revealing cleavage

bright,  (monochrome:1.3),  (oversaturated:1.3),  bad
hands,  lowers,  3d  render,  cartoon,  long  body,
((blurry)),  duplicate,  ((duplicate  body  parts)),
(disfigured),  (poorly  drawn),  (extra  limbs),  fused
fingers, extra fingers, (twisted), contorted, conjoined,
((missing limbs)), logo, signature, text, words, low res,
boring, mutated,  artifacts,  bad art,  gross,  ugly,  poor
quality, low quality, asian,



(masterpiece), cinematic film still, modelshoot style, 
(full body shot) of beautiful woman, (long hair), black 
hair, (perfect face), (detailed facial features), 
(makeup), (light smile), (e-girl), (amazing body), 
(detailed skin), (skin pores), (wearing sweater and 
leggings), sitting, outdoors, front of house, (detailed 
background), shallow depth of field, (detailed), 
photographed on a Kodak box camera,

bright,  (monochrome:1.3),  (oversaturated:1.3),  bad
hands,  lowers,  3d  render,  cartoon,  long  body,
((blurry)),  duplicate,  ((duplicate  body  parts)),
(disfigured),  (poorly  drawn),  (extra  limbs),  fused
fingers, extra fingers, (twisted), contorted, conjoined,
((missing limbs)), logo, signature, text, words, low res,
boring, mutated,  artifacts,  bad art,  gross,  ugly,  poor
quality, low quality, asian,

Step-by-step, eye focus, highest quality, High detail 
RAW color photo, full body, of (gorgeous 30 year old 
woman), (clothed:1.2), (Finnish), standing,large 
breasts, visible pussy, big ass, perfect face, alluring 
eyes, (detailed skin, supple skin pores), 
[goosebumps], [freckles], [beauty marks], shallow 
depth of field, natural lighting, diffused soft light, (side 
lighting:0.3), [film grain], photographed on a Canon 
EOS 5D, 105mm macro lens, F/8 aperture, fashion 
photography award-winner

(monochrome:1.3),  (oversaturated:1.3),  bad  hands,
lowers,  3d  render,  cartoon,  long  body,  ((blurry)),
duplicate, ((duplicate body parts)), (disfigured), (poorly
drawn),  (extra  limbs),  fused  fingers,  extra  fingers,
(twisted),  malformed  hands,  ((((mutated  hands  and
fingers)))), 



best quality, masterpiece, ultra high res, 
(photorealistic:1.4), 1girl, looking at viewer, white hair,
dark eyes, white shirt

bad  anatomy,  bad  proportions,  blurry,  cloned  face,
deformed,  disfigured,  duplicate,  extra  arms,  extra
fingers,  extra limbs,  extra legs,  fused fingers,  gross
proportions,  long  neck,  malformed  limbs,  missing
arms,  missing  legs,  mutated  hands,  mutation,
mutilated, morbid, out of frame, poorly drawn hands,
poorly drawn face, too many fingers, ugly

full shot body photo of the most beautiful artwork in 
the world featuring a neardy asian woman , with 
glasses, With an outfit,(sitting:1.2),(from_side:1.1), 
(detailed_face:1.5), highly detailed face, highly 
detailed skin, skin pores, majestic oil painting by Ed 
Blinkey, Atey Ghailan, Studio Ghibli, by Jeremy Mann,
Greg Manchess, Antonio Moro, trending on 
ArtStation, trending on CGSociety, Intricate, High 
Detail, Sharp focus, dramatic, photorealistic painting 
art by midjourney and greg rutkowski

nsfw,(((naked))),bad  cgi,cartoon,  3d,  ((disfigured)),
((bad  art)),  ((deformed)),((extra  limbs)),((close  up)),
((b&w)), wierd colors, blurry, (((duplicate))), ((morbid)),
((mutilated)),  [out  of  frame],  extra  fingers,  mutated
hands, ((poorly drawn hands)), ((poorly drawn face)),
(((mutation))), (((deformed))),



cgi, double-exposure, decomposing, rippled , 
cinematic, 8k

(bad quality, worst quality, low quality:1.2) render

high mountain lake, aquamarine blue, clear sky, by 
alexi zaitsev, by Antoine Blanchard, by Brent 
Heighton, by Jeremy Mann, masterpiece, intricate, 8k

(bad quality, worst quality, low quality:1.2) render


